DGV Committee
October 4, 2011
Present:
Sandra Engel, Maimun N. Khan, Kyle Lince, Joyce Palmer, Latoya Richardson, Rosemary
Spetka, James Sunderhaft,
Absent: Leslie Kubica, Pattina Kensington, Jennifer Krohn, Gemma Rodrigues, James Lynch,
Paul Katchmar, David Yahnke

Decision made to conduct meeting by consent.
Swipers for DGV Events
Discussion on challenges of swiping cards with lack of scanners for large or
multiple events. Kyle to discuss with VP Eannace regarding the need of more
and heavy duty swipers and facilitating the use of the swipers
DGV Dinners
-Dinners going very well and seems to have increased DGV Committee
awareness among faculty and staff. Next dinner to be October 18 th with
Cambodian food
-Discussed organizing a DGV luncheon at a campus Institute where campus
members share their cuisine
-Discussed how or if to expand DGV Dinners to students
Maya Angelou
-Discussion continued on granting DGV credit to attendees. Serious concerns
about how attendance to the event will be captured. Students who have
obtained tickets are identified but that does not indicate attendance. If students
are to turn in their tickets with their M numbers, that information would need to be
logged in
January Institute
-DGV Committee to host a FUN session on DGV Tutorials
-Kyle Lince, Maimun Khan, Latoya Richardson, Rosemary Spetka
DGV Tutorial #1
-Discussion on can Blackboard filter tutorials through Tutorial #1 so students
need to complete #1 before they move on to the remainder
-Explore options of making Tutorial 1 a part of Orientation
-Offer Tutorial 1 as part of DGV Day
DGV Notification
-Discussion on a DGV tagline printed on schedules and in catalog program
listings

DGV Day or Week
-For this semester, hold a DGV Day on November 2, 2011, the day after Pre-reg
starts
-“This is DGV” tags to identify DGV on campus to be distributed to all committee
members so they can spread them during the day
-request Sodexo to incorporate DGV into their menu for that day
-make Tutorial 1 available in computer labs and laptops at certain times
-hold a DGV scavenger hunt (with prizes, if possible)
-run a video in the Commons (recommended no sound one)
-create a photo display of “This is DGV” perhaps with the help of the photo club
DGV designation
-Sandy Engel to speak with Cultural Series Committee regarding DGV
designation to be housed in the DGV Committee.

